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Universal access to energy in India has been

a long and arduous journey. After 

65 years of Independence, 100% village

electrification was finally accomplished 

in 2018 (A village is said to be electrified if

at least 10% households get electricity).

Perhaps 100% household electrification

milestone is also not far away, but when it

comes to reliability, affordability

and quality of supply, the country has a

long way to go. Last mile access to

electricity is plagued by many challenges

including technical and commercial losses,

poor billing and collection mechanisms,

monitoring, fault rectification, customer

support and governance. Energy

consumption goes beyond electricity,

encompassing fuel requirements for

cooking, heating, livelihoods, mobility, etc.

 

Energy is the lifeline of modern

infrastructure and an instrument for

social equity, directly impacting delivery

of public good services such as health,

education, banking, communication and

mobility, etc. On the other hand, it also

directly impacts emissions, and hence it

is central to climate mitigation planning.

There is no dearth of innovation in the

country, but often many innovations are 

not able to scale or see the light of the day

because of critical support 

ecosystem for such initiatives. 

FOSTERING ENERGY

INNOVATION TO POWER

RURAL TRANSFORMATION

Bringing eminent stakeholders from

energy industry on a single platform

with Rajasthan Rural Energy Startup

Summit would channelise

collaborations with an objective of

achieving 4 Sustainable Development

Goals (SDGs):



AGENDA
10:00 AM- 10:30 AM 

Keynote Speech

10:30 AM - 11:00 AM

Inaugration and Opening Ceremony

12:00  - 12:30    TEA & COFFEE

 
12:30 PM - 01:30 PM

Re-thinking Financial Inclusion and

Innovation: (A)

Explore financial gaps in rural ecosystems,

potential for targeted financial solutions and

role of innovation in finance.

13:30 - 14:30   LUNCH

14:30 - 15:00   IMPACT TALKS

16:00 - 16:30   Tea & Coffee

17:30 - 18:00 

Closing Note

15:00 - 16:00   Experience sharing by Startups

 

Demo Day Pitches- (B)

Investment pitch by entrepreneurs working in

rural energy domain.

In Parallel

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Panel Discussion 1 (A)

Moving beyond Connections:

Role of innovation in bridging the last mile

energy gap, especially powering health,

education and livelihoods
In Parallel

Innocity Pitch - More than just Capital (B)

Deal showcasing session where Top 6 startups

shall be pitching for seed/angel funding.

16:30 - 17:30 

Panel Discussion on Innovation for

Impact: Challenges faced by Early-

stage startups. (A)


